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Please send your applicaton to: 
 

HIRSCH Servo AG 
Barbara Wagner-Drolle 

Personalmanagement 
9555 Glanegg 58 

jobs@hirsch-gruppe.com 
 

www.hirsch-gruppe.com 

 
To strengthen our team at our headquarters in Glanegg/Carinthia, we are 
looking for  

 
 

Controller (m/f/d) 
with focus on financial controlling and 

production controlling 
     

 
 
 

- Interface to financial accounting  
- Collaboration on budgeting, medium-term planning, forecasts and 

monthly financial statements 
- Post merger integration of new acquisitions within the HIRSCH 

Servo Group 
- Expansion and further development of the reporting system for the 

group of companies 
- Participation in various projects regarding sustainability controlling 

and introduction of SAP 
- Analysis of reports from subsidiaries (target/actual comparisons) 
- Independent product calculation for cost, price and valuation 

determination 
- Ad hoc analyses, ongoing development and optimization of 

processes 
 
 

- Completed business education, preferably with focus on controlling 
(university degree or corresponding commercial education) 

- Several years of relevant professional experience in controlling  
- Fluent German and English, both written and spoken 
- Good understanding of processes and business contexts as well as 

analytical and conceptual thinking skills 
- Distinct IT and numerical affinity as well as routine handling of MS-

Office, SAP BI knowledge advantageous 
- Structured and independent way of working, ability to work in a 

team 
- Convincing appearance and very good communication skills 
- Willingness to travel 

 
 

- Varied field of activity with versatile  
- and development opportunities  
- Exciting field of activity in a dynamic industry and in a team with a 

very good working atmosphere 
- Work in a professional and international environment 
- Long-term position, stable general conditions 
- Modern infrastructure, parking facilities and great training and 

development opportunities 
 
For this position we offer an annual salary starting at EUR 49.000,- gross 
(for 38,5 hours per week).The readiness for overpayment exists depending 
on qualification and experience. 
 


